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be used in various applications, such as the role of an assistant on sales sites (Suig-
nard, 2010) or of a tutor in Serious Games (Kla� et al., 2011). For example, the EU
TARDIS project aims to develop a serious game using ECAs to train teenagers for
job interviews (Anderson et al., 2013), and the A1:1 French project (Campano et al.,
2015) seeks to develop interaction between a virtual agent and museum visitors, with
a focus on encouraging user engagement.

Current architectures for virtual agents mainly use pipelined modules to separate
and integrate di�erent aspects of communication, and many focus on the generation
of multimodal behaviour (speech, gesture and facial expressions) as well as adding
socio-e�ective components to introduce personality or emotion into the agent’s be-
haviour. �ere can be an advanced handling of gesture, with timecodes used to
synchronise gesture and speech, and di�erent communicative behaviour associated
with individual personalities. Formats such as FML-APML (the A�ective Presentation
Markup Language (De Carolis et al., 2004) based on the Functional Markup Language)
can be used to encode multimodal communicative intentions, with manually wri�en
prosodic se�ings associated to regions of speech via prosodic xml tags. Prosody is
one of the aspects of communicative behaviour that appears to be amongst those
most in�uenced by the other various communicative factors (dialogue act, personal
aims, emotion, personality and speaker-addressee relationship to name just a few).
However at present, prosody must either be hardcoded in order to be processed by a
speech synthesis system or be inherent to the corpus used for text-to-speech (TTS)
systems and in this case is far less con�gurable. We consider that it is important
to maintain control over the prosodic se�ings, and what is generally lacking is the
automatic generation of prosodic parameters based on di�erent intentions and vari-
ous other factors. Automatic generation of prosody requires understanding the link
from the other communicative factors to prosody and also how these factors might
interact, something that is poorly understood, especially in the context of generating
believable speech.

�is study therefore aims to explore the relationship between two aspects, the
type of dialogue act and personality, and prosodic generation in view to providing
guidelines for mapping these features to prosody for a con�gurable TTS synthesis
system. We will study the interaction through a corpus study of the SEMAINE cor-
pus (McKeown et al., 2012), designed to provide emotional and spontaneous dialogue,
and annotated for dialogue acts and prosodic features. By comparing two di�erent
dialogue act taxonomies, we will assess the degree to which the distinctions made can
be useful for identifying de�nable prosodic correlates of dialogue acts. We will also
study the relationship between the di�erent personalities present in the SEMAINE
corpus and their prosodic realisations to be�er understand how prosody can be de-
signed to emulate them.

�e architecture that will bene�t from the present analysis is the Greta archi-
tecture (Bevacqua et al., 2010), a modular system capable of addressing multimodal
aspects of communication. It is compatible with the standard architecture, SAIBA
(Situation Agent Intention Behaviour Animation) and integrates four di�erent per-
sonality se�ings, which have been developed through the SEMAINE project: Spike
(aggressive), Poppy (optimistic), Prudence (sensible) and Obadiah (miserable). It is
capable of integrating gesture, facial expressions and prosody into communication.
Although it has automatic generation of backchannels and gesture, like many sys-
tems it is lacking an automatic generation of prosody to supply to the TTS system
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used (Mary Text To speech1) and could bene�t from prosodic rules a�ached to dia-
logue act types to automatise this part of speech generation.

�e paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the existing links between
prosody, personality and dialogue acts that can be found in the literature, Section 3
shows the representation of dialogue acts in the SEMAINE corpus, Section 4 provides
an analysis of the relation between speakers’ personalities, their use of dialogue acts in
this corpus and prosodic productions. Prosodic correlates of speech act types and the
adequacy of speech act taxonomies are investigated in Section 5. Finally, we discuss
the results in relation to the prosodic generation of dialogue acts for socio-a�ective
ECAs.

2 Dialogue acts and prosody: related work
Dialogue act taxonomies and labelling. Dialogue management is a crucial part
of animating a virtual agent. When engaged in interaction with a human user, the
agent must be capable of interpreting the user’s u�erances, appropriately generat-
ing responses and successfully communicating intentions. �e choice of taxonomy
is very important and must be adapted to the task, and there must be clear distinc-
tions between the di�erent types of act. �e �rst taxonomies for characterising com-
municative intentions were those developed in the context of Speech Act �eory by
Austin (1962) and Searle (1979). Searle’s classi�cation of speech acts into �ve cate-
gories (assertives, directives, commissives, declarations and expressives) is still very
in�uential today and is o�en used as the basis for communication models for vir-
tual agents as well as for classi�cation tasks. �e taxonomic distinctions were based
along three main dimensions: i) the purpose of the act, ii) the direction of �t between
words and the world and iii) psychological states, although Searle also cites at least
twelve criteria for distinguishing speech acts. �e problem is that with so many di-
mensions, the task of annotating speech acts can be particularly di�cult, especially if
the criteria are subjective, such as assessing the psychological state of the speaker. For
example, many expressives may also be considered assertions of an opinion and many
assertives also spoken in an expressive manner, making the two acts particularly dif-
�cult to annotate. �is apparent multifunctionality of speech acts and in particular
the fact that it is o�en impossible to assign a single label is evoked by Allwood (1995).
Due to their largely theoretical nature and their lack of cover of dialogue phenomena
in real-life dialogue situations, speech act taxonomies were enriched in the form of
dialogue acts, which cover a wider range of dialogue behaviour, including gesture,
facial expression and non-linguistic verbal productions.

A large number of di�erent taxonomies exist, with various structures from single-
layered, mutually exclusive labels to multi-layered and hierarchical taxonomies (see
(Popescu-Belis, 2003) for a comparison of di�erently structured taxonomies). Such
a wide variety of taxonomies exist because labels are o�en domain-speci�c and the
type of taxonomy is dependent on the goal of the task. For example, the dialogue
acts used in the MapTask corpus (Anderson et al., 1991) are speci�c moves based on
the scenario of giving and following instructions to navigate a map. One taxonomy
designed to be applicable across domains is the DAMSL taxonomy (Core and Allen,
1997), a multidimensional taxonomy designed for �exible and expressive annotation.
However multidimensionality can be problematic for automatic approaches due to

1h�p://mary.d�i.de/
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the sparsity of the combinations of dialogue act labels and also for annotation due
to overlapping labels. DIT++ (Bunt, 2000), which is used as the basis for the norm
ISO 24617-2 (Bunt et al., 2012) aims to counter this problem by providing a hierar-
chically structured taxonomy from coarse to �ne-grained categories. It is designed
to be based on empirical distinctions and to provide easy decision-making when it
comes to annotating dialogue acts. It provides the possibility of assigning multiple
functions to individual functional units and of annotating a variety of multimodal
phenomena. �e use of a hierarchical structure means that the degree of precision
can be adapted to particular tasks and coarser-grained decisions made if necessary.
Very importantly, the taxonomy was designed to favour clearly de�ned clusters of
acts that are mutually exclusive, which aids annotation decisions, and include only
criteria that are empirically observable in dialogue.

Dialogue acts and prosody. �e prosodic correlates of dialogue acts are of course
dependent on the choices made in the taxonomy. However most taxonomies share
some notion of statements, questioning and commanding. Traditionnally, researchers
have studied the relationship between these acts and the sentence types declarative,
interrogative and imperative. In the discussion on intonational contours associated
with di�erent speech acts in (Hirschberg, 2004), Hirschberg describes the standard
contours for declaratives and wh-questions as being H* L-L% (i.e. with falling �nal
pitch) and polar questions as being L* H-H% (i.e. with rising �nal pitch). However
this one-to-one mapping of sentence type to speech act is rarely so clear-cut. For
example, declarative questions are questions that use the declarative sentence type,
and in spontaneous speech, context and not just sentence type is o�en needed to
determine which act is intended. For example, Beun (2000) studies the use of context
in determining dialogue act type. What is more, as discussed just before, dialogue
act taxonomies are o�en more complex and contain labels that are be�er adapted to
di�erent dialogue situations.

�e majority of studies identifying the prosodic correlates of dialogue focus on the
improvement of automatic dialogue act classi�cation and not on the study of prosody
for dialogue generation, as is our aim here. Nevertheless a brief review of classi�ca-
tion systems may be useful for identifying prosodic cues of dialogue acts, although the
studies cannot necessarily provide guidelines as to how these features can be used for
generating natural prosody. Shriberg et al.’s (1998) dialogue act classi�cation model
based on automatically extracted prosodic features related to pitch, duration, energy,
pauses and speech rate was found to improve in accuracy, from 58.77% to 60.12%, with
the addition of prosodic features, over a purely lexical model. Although this appears
to be only a slight improvement, the di�erence was highly signi�cant (p <0.001), as
veri�ed by a Sign test. A more recent experiment by Hoque et al. (2007) also found
that, whilst dialogue act classi�cation based on prosody alone does not result in very
high accuracy, prosodic features could be used to improve scores of a classi�er based
on discourse features, reaching an accuracy of 65.6% for a total of 13 speech act cat-
egories. Shriberg et al. use a decision tree, in which more salient features are likely
to be placed higher up than less salient features. �ey �nd that u�erance duration is
particularly important and is used for decision-making in 55.4% of cases, most likely
because of the correlation between duration and the number of tokens in the dialogue
act. �e next most salient feature is F0 at 12.6%, followed by pause duration (12.1%),
energy (10.4%) and speech rate (9.4%). �ey also note that F0 gradient is particularly
discriminating between questions and statements and that F0 and duration were the
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two most salient features in the distinction between yes-no questions, wh-questions,
declarative questions and statements.

Classi�cation tasks provide invaluable information on the most salient prosodic
cues for di�erent dialogue acts. However the approach is not quite the same as those
geared towards speech production, and the most salient features for classi�cation are
not necessarily the most perceptually salient features in terms of prosodic generation.
�erefore studies in the identi�cation of prosodic cues in view to generating speech
are particularly important, especially since the generation of dialogue acts with appro-
priate prosody can a�ord to rely on more standardised and idealistic values, provided
that these values are recognisable. One study that focuses on prosody and dialogue
acts from this point of view is Syrdal and Kim’s (2008) analysis of 12 hours of recorded
speech by an American voice-over actress. According to their analysis, there were no-
ticeable di�erences for average F0 values and pitch range across the various dialogue
acts. �e lowest average pitch was found for the act ‘exclamation-negative’, which
also had the smallest pitch range (at 15Hz). �e largest pitch range was found for
requests at 163Hz and they also noticed general clusters of dialogue acts according to
these two values. �ey observed a marked di�erence in speech rate for information-
giving dialogue acts, depending on the detail of the information o�ered; a slower
speech rate being adopted for more detailed information. No detailed quantitative
analysis was performed of the general prosodic contours of the u�erances, however
the authors note several pertinent cases that go against syntactic intuition. For exam-
ple the u�erance “what was that?” would be traditionally classed under the syntactic
unit ‘wh-question’, for which the prosodic contour is o�en noted in the literature as
having a descending boundary tone, but in context and when representing a repeti-
tion, it takes on the prosodic contour usually associated with a yes-no question (with
a low tone associated with “what” and an ascending boundary tone). Similarly, wh-
and yes-no multiple choice questions were found to have similar prosodic contours,
despite the fact that according to the traditional syntax-prosody mapping, they would
be accorded very di�erent intonations.

Personality and prosody. �e relationship between personality and prosody is a
growing �eld in voice synthesis, as expressive or emotional speech is o�en seen as a
way of achieving more natural speech. �is can be particularly useful in the �eld of
virtual agents, where the aim could be to inspire con�dence by presenting a friendly
agent, or to place the user in a di�cult situation by presenting a hostile one. One area
that has received much a�ention is the creation of expressive corpora on which the
speech synthesis can be based. For example, the SEMAINE corpus (McKeown et al.,
2012), to be used in our study, recreates a user-agent situation in which one of four
roles is played by an operator. Each of the roles represents a di�erent personality:
Poppy (cheerful and outgoing), Prudence (pragmatic), Spike (aggressive) and Oba-
diah (pessimistic). �ese corpora can then be used as the basis for speech synthesis
systems, without having to manually assign di�erent prosodic se�ings to each per-
sonality. �e disadvantage of this approach is the lack of control over the prosodic
se�ings, especially if multiple factors (such as the choice of dialogue act) in�uence
prosody. It can therefore be useful to look at the prosodic correlates of di�erent per-
sonalities to be able to control this aspect independently of the initial stages of speech
synthesis by applying post-processing prosodic rules. Several studies have been per-
formed on identifying vocal cues corresponding either to discrete personality roles or
to emotional dimensions. For example, Laukka et al. (2005) perform a detailed acoustic
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analysis of �ve di�erent emotions: ‘anger’, ‘fear’, ‘disgust’, ‘happiness’ and ‘sadness’
and they found that for the excitement dimension, high levels of excitement are o�en
indicated by a high pitch level and range and higher intensity, but that vocal cues
were o�en correlated with several di�erent dimensions, indicating that personality is
a complex mix of prosodic factors. Similarly, Scherer (2003) writes on the importance
of the portrayal of emotion in speech and reviews the literature on the relationship
between emotion and prosody. He too makes the link between sadness and low inten-
sity, pitch levels and range and speech rate, compared to high levels for joy/elation,
but remarks that recognition accuracy of emotions through voice alone is relatively
low, especially compared to recognition through facial expressions, suggesting the
complex nature of the interpretation of emotion through vocal cues.

3 Methods
We performed a corpus analysis with the ultimate task of speech synthesis in mind.
�e reference corpus used here was the SEMAINE corpus (McKeown et al., 2012),
an emotionally-coloured conversational database consisting of dialogues between an
operator and a user. �e chosen scenario was that of the Solid Sensitive Arti�cial
Listener, in which dialogue between a person playing the role of the operator and
a user was recorded visually and auditorily. Dialogue was non-scripted to allow for
the most spontaneous dialogue and gestures possible, and so the lengths of the ses-
sions are variable depending on the ease of conversation and the loquaciousness of
the participants. �e only constraint was that the operator was unable to reply to
questions.

�e operator took on one of four roles: Poppy (cheerful and outgoing), Prudence
(pragmatic), Spike (aggressive) and Obadiah (pessimistic). �e aim of SEMAINE was
to produce a corpus of emotionally-charged dialogue, collected through the activity of
conversation, with both verbal and non-verbal dialogue behaviour. For each session
the user and operator were situated in separate rooms, equipped with video screens
and recorded using wearable microphones, with audio recorded at 48 kHz and 24 bits
per sample. In light of our task of providing guidelines for generating speech in an
ECA, only the operator’s speech was analysed.

�e aim of the analysis was two-fold:

1. to identify whether there exist clearly identi�able prosodic correlates for each
of the speech act types and to compare two di�erently structured taxonomies
to test dialogue act distinctions in terms of prosodic correlates for dialogue gen-
eration.

2. to determine how personality types interact with these dialogue acts to in�u-
ence the di�erent stages of dialogue act generation.

A sub-corpus of SEMAINE was randomly selected, consisting of just under three
hours of dialogue divided into 36 sessions. �e sessions were chosen to ensure the
same number of sessions per speaker and per role. Given the spontaneous nature of
the dialogue, session times varied from two to eight minutes with an average duration
of just under �ve minutes. However in practice, total durations were comparable be-
tween speakers and between the di�erent roles. One female and two male researchers
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from Belfast performed the role of the operator and each of the four personality types
is represented by three sessions for each speaker.

3.1 Dialogue act annotation and segmentation
�e sub-corpus was manually annotated for dialogue acts according to two di�erent
taxonomies. �e �rst taxonomy used was Searle’s taxonomy of �ve speech acts, al-
though due to the nature of the dialogue, only assertives, directives and expressives
feature in the corpus. �eir distribution according to speaker can be seen in Table 1.
�e second taxonomy focuses on the division of directive acts into 12 di�erent acts
based on communicative intention and inspired by Bunt’s DIT++ taxonomy (2000).
Both sets of annotations were produced by the �rst author, a native speaker of En-
glish, as a preliminary study in view to launching a full-scale annotation campaign.

Assertive Directive Expressive Total
F1 79 180 156 415
M1 158 111 99 368
M2 107 124 113 344

Total 344 415 368 1127

Table 1: �e distribution of the three di�erent types of dialogue act among the three
speakers (F1, M1, M2) according to Searle’s taxonomy of speech acts

�e size and scope of the units considered for dialogue acts are o�en disputed,
and here a simpli�ed notion of functional segment was used for both taxonomies to
facilitate the prosodic analysis and to focus uniquely on certain aspects of speech.
Whereas in DIT++, functional units can be discontinuous and overlapping if a sin-
gle u�erance is multifunctional (Bunt, 2011), such an analysis is poorly adapted to
analysing prosodic features of u�erances and especially for studying pitch and inten-
sity contours for which the sequential aspect requires the analysis of a continuous
segment.

Incomplete u�erances and speech dis�uencies that interrupted the prosodic �ow
of the u�erance were not included for annotation, based on the fact that they disrupt
the continuity of prosodic production. Although they represent a normal aspect of
human speech and would be important for classi�cation tasks, they may be considered
less pertinent for our task of generating dialogue acts, where the aim is to identify
characteristic prosodic parameters, and would therefore constitute part of a separate
study. �e �ltering did not a�ect manual dialogue act annotation since the annotator
had access to the complete dialogue.

�is also ensures that the segments annotated are as close as possible to the ex-
pected input to the TTS system, containing for the most part well-formed sentences.
�e nature of the SEMAINE corpus, in which actors ful�lled speci�c personality-
based roles based on a simple agenda, meant that u�erances contained fewer of these
incomplete or highly dis�uent u�erances than would have been expected in com-
pletely spontaneous conversations. We estimate the percentage of u�erances not to
have been annotated for this reason to be approximately 3%. �e segments taken were
segments o�en corresponding to a sentential unit and where possible to intonational
phrases. Tag questions were segmented into two separate parts, the �rst consisting
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of a statement-like sentence, and the second of the tag containing an auxiliary and a
pronoun, which was annotated as a question.

3.2 Functional labels for the second taxonomy

A second taxonomy was used in order to test the hypothesis that further taxo-
nomic distinctions may be necessary to account for certain important prosodic di�er-
ences, especially within the category of directives. An analysis of the di�erent types
of u�erances grouped under the term ‘directives’ identi�es the types shown in Table 2
(de�ned in terms of intention and inspired in part by Harry Bunt’s DIT++ taxonomy).

Dialogue act Number Comments
Infoseek wh 118 Wh- questions
Infoseek yn invert 125 Yes-no questions with subject-verb inversion
Infoseek yn noinvert 34 Yes-no questions without subject-verb inversion
Infoseek yn part 25 Yes-no questions formed of an incomplete

sentence (no subject or verb)
Infoseek choice 1 Choice question (with ‘or’)
Tag 3 Tag question unde�ned for polarity
Tag positive 3 Tag question in which the speaker believes the

preceding act to be true
Tag negative 9 Tag question in which the speaker is questioning

the veracity of the previous act
Infoseek command 31 Requesting information through a command

(‘Tell me…’)

Infoseek assertive 8
Response-seeking assertion
(‘I heard that you have moved recently’,
‘I might feel be�er if you told me’)

Advice 24
Advising the addressee about what is best
(‘You should…’, ‘I advise you…’, ‘My advice is…’,
‘What I would do is…’ etc.)

Suggestion 12
Suggesting an activity or action or inviting the user
to do something
(‘Let’s do…’, ‘How about if we do…’ etc.)

Command 22 Commands other than information-seeking commands

Table 2: �e distribution of directive acts into sub-types (in number of acts)

�is list is not meant to be exhaustive, but a demonstration of the very di�erent
forms of u�erance that can be grouped under a single label. Whilst assertives and
expressives generally have the form of declarative sentences, directives can regroup
declaratives, interrogatives and imperatives.

3.3 Prosodic features
�e time-coded transcription was used to generate textgrids using the Praat So�ware
(Boersma and Weenink, 2014), where were veri�ed manually. A range of prosodic
features were extracted, including pitch and intensity values (mean, max, min, range,
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Figure 1: An audio session with four tiers of aligned annotations. �e second and
third tiers correspond to the �rst and second taxonomies respectively

standard deviation), number of pauses, average length of pauses, speech rate (words
per second) and average pitch slopes2.

To complete these general values, all dialogue acts were manually annotated for
the �nal pitch contour, based on the pitch changes over the �nal word of each ut-
terance. When describing intonational contours, there are several models that are
commonly used. One option is to automatically extract F0 values that make up the
contour. Although this approach is fast and easy, it has the disadvantage of being
more di�cult to interpret because of the micro-distinctions made, the lack of styli-
sation and also the inexactness of F0 extraction, especially at the end of u�erances
due to the use of creaky voice, which is o�en characteristic of falling �nal tones. An-
other option is to describe pitch contours in terms of stylised descriptors such as fall,
rise-fall or fall [for example the methods of the British School, based on the work of
Palmer (1922)]. Unlike the F0 values, this method has the advantage of using rela-
tive descriptors rather than absolute values, which could be more appropriate when
comparing di�erent speakers. A very widely used formalism for contour-coding is
the ToBI system (Tones and Break Indices) described in (Silverman et al., 1992) and
based on Pierrehumbert’s theoretical approach (Pierrehumbert, 1980). �e system is
more elaborate and uses phrase tones (initial and �nal boundary tones), pitch accents
and break indices to indicate prosodic changes. For example, as mentioned previ-
ously, H* L-L% corresponds to a high pitch accent followed by a low boundary tone,
indicating a falling �nal pitch contour. �e disadvantage of such an approach is that
annotation is time-consuming and inter-annotator scores unreliable for spontaneous
speech; Yoon et al. (2004) perform an inter-annotator analysis of ToBI annotations on
spontaneous telephone conversations and a kappa coe�cient of 0.48 is obtained for
the choice of phrasal accent, although a more adequate coe�cient of 0.79 is obtained
for the choice of boundary tone. We therefore choose to perform a simple contour
analysis, similar to the ToBI boundary tone analysis but using the stylised descrip-

2Note that certain of these values, notably the pitch and intensity values, are sensitive to recording
conditions and so comparison with previous works should be made with care. Here we compare only the
values from the SEMAINE corpus between each other.
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tors ‘rise’, ‘fall’, ‘rise-fall’, ‘fall-rise’, ‘�at’ and ‘other’. �ese descriptors were based on
perceptual judgments although the annotator could also refer to the visual pitch rep-
resentation on the textgrid, with full knowledge that the detection of pitch contours
via Praat is prone to errors. An example textgrid with all annotations can be seen in
Figure 1.

4 Results: in�uence of personality on dialogue act
choice and on prosodic production

Although choices of act are also speaker-dependent, which is why the results below
are separated by speaker, the number and percentage of di�erent acts di�er according
to which character is being played, suggesting that personality does have an in�uence
on dialogue behaviour.

Personality Assertive Directive Expressive Total
F1 Obadiah 34 (36%) 26 (28%) 34 (36%) 94
F1 Poppy 13 (11%) 62 (54%) 40 (35%) 115

F1 Prudence 17 (15%) 49 (42%) 50 (43%) 116
F1 Spike 15 (17%) 43 (48%) 32 (36%) 90

M1 Obadiah 76 (67%) 11 (10%) 26 (23%) 113
M1 Poppy 31 (28%) 48 (43%) 33 (29%) 112

M1 Prudence 25 (34%) 29 (39%) 20 (27%) 74
M1 Spike 26 (38%) 23 (33%) 20 (29%) 69

M2 Obadiah 28 (50%) 17 (30%) 11 (20%) 56
M2 Poppy 22 (23%) 41 (44%) 31 (33%) 94

M2 Prudence 19 (25%) 21 (28%) 36 (47%) 76
M2 Spike 38 (32%) 45 (38%) 35 (30%) 118

Table 3: �e number of each act type (and percentages of total acts) for each speaker-
personality combination. Totals may not equal 100% due to rounding.

�e classi�cation according to Searle’s taxonomy (shown in Table 3) shows that
for all three speakers Obadiah produced the highest percentage of assertive acts and
is also associated with amongst the lowest percentage of directive acts out of the three
personalities. Prudence was associated with the highest percentage of expressive acts
for two out of the three speakers and Poppy with a higher percentage of directives for
all three speakers. �ese di�erences could be seen as the consequence of the di�erent
personalities of the operator, Obadiah’s relatively few directive acts being linked to
a lack of engagement with the addresse and the fact that Poppy is associated with a
higher production of directives could be related to a higher level of engagement with
the user.

However what is more interesting is the choice of act amongst the di�erent types
of directive act, as annotated in the second taxonomy and as shown in Table 4. Cer-
tain acts such as advice or suggestions are too rare to be analysed. However certain
di�erent strategies can be seen, notably in the di�erent ways of asking a question. For
all three speakers, Obadiah does not produce a single yes-no part production (corre-
sponding to an averbal yes-no production) and the majority of the yes-no questions
produced as Obadiah are yes-no questions with inversion. Along with the fact that
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F1 Obadiah 10.6 6.4 3.2 0 0 1.1 2.1 0 0 1.1 1.1 2.1 0
F1 Poppy 13.9 21.7 3.5 4.3 0 0 0.9 0.9 4.3 0.9 0 3.5 0

F1 Prudence 12.1 19.0 3.4 2.6 0 0 0 0 2.6 0.9 1.7 0 0
F1 Spike 18.9 7.8 8.9 6.7 0 0 3.3 0 1.1 1.1 0 0 0

M1 Obadiah 0 2.7 0 0 0 0 0.9 0 2.7 1.8 1.8 0 1.8
M1 Poppy 10.7 14.3 1.8 1.8 0 0 0.9 0.9 5.4 0.9 0 1.8 4.5

M1 Prudence 5.4 17.6 0 1.4 0 1.4 0 0 2.7 0 6.8 1.8 2.7
M1 Spike 4.3 2.9 4.3 1.4 1.4 0 0 1.4 4.3 0 0 1.4 11.6

M2 Obadiah 14.3 5.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.8 1.8 5.4 0 1.8
M2 Poppy 8.5 14.9 6.4 2.1 0 0 0 0 2.1 0 8.5 0 1.1

M2 Prudence 10.5 9.2 0 2.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.9 1.3 0
M2 Spike 15.3 5.9 3.4 2.5 0 0.8 0.8 0 4.2 0 1.7 0.8 2.5

Table 4: �e distribution of di�erent types of directive act for each speaker-
personality combination (in percentages of the total dialogue acts annotated)

Obadiah is associated with few directive acts in general, this could be linked to a more
formal style in which the operator questions less what the user is saying, especially
since a number of the yes-no part productions produced by other roles are repetitions
of the previous speech turn. Spike on the other hand was the only personality associ-
ated with more yes-no questions without inversion than with (for all three speakers).
Given that his is an aggressive personality, a high percentage of yes-no non-inverted
questions could be associated with a higher level of directness and even a less polite
or more familiar style of speech, which provides interesting leads for further research.

Based on the prosodic features that have been automatically extracted with Praat
[see Section 3.3), an analysis of the prosodic correlates of personality has been carried
out (See Figure 2]. It reveals a couple of interesting and consistent points concerning
the relationship between personality and prosody:

• Spike (aggressive personality) was the personality associated with the highest
intensity values.

• Obadiah (pessimistic personality) was most o�en associated with the slowest
speech rate of the four personalities.

• Poppy (cheerful personality) and Prudence (pragmatic personality) were ex-
pressed using the greatest pitch variation and range of the four personalities,
and Poppy with the highest average pitches.
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Figure 2: Prosodic correlates of personality, by speaker (average pitch, average pitch
range, average speech rate and average intensity)

5 Results: intonation of dialogue acts
�e analysis of the prosodic correlates of the di�erent dialogue acts reveal that the
choice of taxonomy is particularly important when distinguishing between di�erent
types of act.

Speech act Rise Fall Rise-fall Fall-rise Flat Other
Assertive 7 84 5 2 2 0
Directive 31 58 4 3 3 0

Expressive 8 80 3 2 6 1

Table 5: �e percentages of speech acts identi�ed for each of the contour types. Totals
may not equal 100% due to rounding

�e analysis based on Searle’s taxonomy (see Table 5) showed that very few prosodic
di�erences were found between assertive and expressive acts. For all three speak-
ers, expressives were characterised by a slightly higher average pitch and for two
speakers a higher pitch range than assertives. However no di�erences were found
in terms of speech rate, intensity or pitch slope. Moreover, the manual annotations
of �nal contours suggest very similar prosodic contours for these two types of act,
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the most predominant contour being descending, at 84% for assertives and 80% for
expressives3. �is could suggest that the main di�erence between these two acts is
essentially in terms of other factors such as the lexical content, expressives contain-
ing more emotionally-charged words than assertives. Directives were found to be
expressed by all three speakers with a higher intensity than the other two types of
act and with more pitch variation. �is could correspond to the fact that these acts
are intended to provoke an addressee response and need to draw the addressee’s at-
tention. Although the average pitch slope of directives was descending, as with the
other two types of act, the annotations of �nal pitch contours suggest a far more
heterogeneous type of act than the other two.

Speech act Rise Fall Rise-fall Fall-rise Flat Other
Infoseek wh 12 83 0 1 3 1

Infoseek yn invert 40 34 7 4 1 0
Infoseek yn noinvert 50 35 0 6 9 0

Infoseek yn part 80 12 8 0 0 0
Infoseek choice 0 100 0 0 0 0

Tag 100 0 0 0 0 0
Tag positive 11 78 0 0 11 0
Tag negative 100 0 0 0 0 0

Infoseek command 3 87 3 3 3 0
Infoseek assertive 0 87 0 0 13 0

Advice 8 75 8 4 0 4
Suggestion 0 75 25 0 0 0
Command 0 82 5 5 9 0

Table 6: �e percentages of speech acts identi�ed for each of the contour types. Totals
may not equal 100% due to rounding

�e re-annotation of directive acts according to the second taxonomy resulted in
the separation of the di�erent intentions (notably questioning, commands, advice)
associated with the rather heterogenous act ‘directive’, and these distinctions, espe-
cially concerning the questions, proved useful in the analysis of �nal contours (see
Table 6), since more distinct generalisations occur in the �nal pitch contours of cer-
tain acts. Certain observations, such as a majority of descending contours for wh-
questions, con�rm generalisations cited in the literature. However although yes-no
questions are o�en said to be globally rising, a very high percentage have �nal de-
scending contours. Yes-no questions formed of an averbal phrase (infoseek yn part),
o�en for con�rmations of the previous turn, are indeed classed as having a majority
of �nal rising contours. However 34% of yes-no questions with subject-verb inversion
have descending contours, which must be accounted for in generating prosody. Yes-
no questions without subject-verb inversion (for which a �nal rising contour is o�en
said to be the factor marking them as questions as opposed to statements) also have
a large percentage of descending �nal contours (35%). On closer inspection, lexical
factors appeared to play a role in the successful communication of these u�erances as

3Although no comparison is made in this study with other accents, the Belfast accent is known to be
associated with high rising terminal in�ections in declarative sentences, which could mean that a higher
percentage of assertives and expressives are associated with a rising intonation than for example with SSE
accents.
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questions. For example, the majority of these acts were introduced by the word ‘so’
or concerned the addressee and his/her desires, beliefs or actions, for example “you
just let them walk all over you” or “so you’re taking it box by box”4. A notable di�er-
ence was also found between negative and positive tag questions, the former being
characterised by a rising intonation and the la�er by a descending intonation. �is
distinction appears to be based on the degree of certainty, as evoked by Gravano et al.
(2008) for the correlation between certainty and downstepped pitches and Ŝafárová
(2006) for the correlation between uncertainty and rising �nal pitch.

6 Discussion
�e analysis of the prosodic correlates of dialogue acts showed the importance of
�ner-grained distinctions in the category of directives and also of the lack of distinc-
tions between expressive and assertives acts, which was also re�ected in the di�culty
in annotating these two acts, as mentioned in Section 2. Certain observations, such
as a majority of descending contours for wh-questions con�rmed those made in the
literature, however certain observations deviated from these generalisations. For ex-
ample, a high percentage of yes-no questions were classed as having a descending
�nal contour, despite the fact that they are said to be produced with ascending con-
tours. It is particularly interesting that the yes-no questions with no characteristic
subject-verb inversion were not necessarily produced with a �nal ascending contour,
despite the fact that this prosodic contour is o�en said to be the factor that marks these
acts as questions rather than assertives. A secondary preliminary analysis based on
the subcorpus used suggests that lexical factors such as the introductory word ‘so’ or
the subject content concerning the addressee can be used in these cases to indicate
that these acts are indeed reponse-provoking acts.

More generally, the present study provides some research ideas for the generation
of dialogue acts for socio-a�ective ECAs. In terms of naturalness, it is important to es-
tablish generalised correspondences between dialogue acts, personality and prosody,
but also to enable variation within these types, the aim being to successfully convey
intention and emotion in the most natural way possible. Even though more results
would be needed to make across-the-board generalisations and to apply appropriate
statistical tests to corroborate our analyses, personality was seen in this study to have
a certain e�ect on the choice of dialogue acts and their prosodic production. It was
not possible in this study to compare the simultanenous e�ects of personality and di-
alogue act on prosody due to the sparsity of the data, but this will be the aim of future
works.

�e �rst issue is now how to generate the relevant prosody according to dialogue
acts and socio-emotional factors such as the ECA’s personality based on the previous
analyses. Existing speech synthesis systems, such as Mary Text To speech, use the
ToBI convention to model prosody in their system. Although certain TTS systems do
allow more integration of emotion and expressivity, the link between dialogue acts,

4�is phenomenon has previously been noted in a corpus study of Dutch dialogues by Beun (1989),
where only 48% of declarative sentence had rising intonation, and there was seen to be a correlation be-
tween the use of the second person personal pronoun and of particles such as ‘and’ and ‘so’ in the identi�-
cation of questions from declarative sentences with falling intonation. See (Ŝafárová, 2006) for an example
of the use of the ‘you’-pronoun and particles to indicate response-seeking acts in American English. A fur-
ther semantic explanation for the lack of a rising intonation in declarative questions is provided by Beun
(2000), which suggests that a greater degree of certainty in the demand for con�rmation is linked with a
greater probability of a descending �nal contour.
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prosodic parametrisation and such expressivity is rarely described. �e corpus-based
prosodic analysis provides a basis for the speci�cation of prosodic rules according to
the di�erent dialogue acts used to portray di�erent intentions and emotions.

Even more important for the generation of dialogue acts for socio-a�ective ECAs
is the integration of prosodic choice in a full sequential dialogue model. It leads us to
the second issue, which is how to gain full control over prosodic rules. �is involves
integrating them into the dialogue context and synchronising the prosodic choice
with the ECA’s socio-a�ective model and other modalities such as gesture. Analysing
face-to-face interactions in a human-agent scenario is one of the solutions to this
issue.

Finally, dialogue act generation should also be studied in relation to Natural Lan-
guage Generation (NLG). �e semantic content of the u�erance as well as any features
indicating the way in which it is to be expressed are used in NLG to provide the most
appropriate expression given the intention and other external factors such as person-
ality and emotion. A particularly challenging task in NLG is to provide a range of
di�erent expressions for a single logical form, allowing for naturalness in the form of
variation of structure and the portrayal of certain communicative behaviours such as
familiarity, hostility, openness, etc. Our corpus analysis could therefore be extended
to study the link between semantics and prosody.

7 Conclusion
Having analysed the emotional corpus SEMAINE, it has become clear that the deci-
sions made in the choice of a taxonomy are important for making prosodic distinctions
between dialogue acts. Not only do the distinctions made need to be easily identi�-
able and su�cient in terms of generating di�erent types of intention, they also need
to encode a su�cient amount of information to make useful distinctions later in the
system, notably in terms of prosodic generation. �e taxonomy must also be adapted
to the task in hand and be able to model a multitude of di�erent communicative in-
tentions that are also appropriate for multimodal behaviour such as speech, gesture,
facial and head movements. �e use of a richer taxonomy such as one o�ered by a
subset of DIT++, which enables this modality and clearly separates functions by di-
mension and by intention, is a necessary addition to any dialogue act system. Using
this more detailed dialogue act taxonomy, we have also succeeded in making a �rst
step towards de�ning di�erences in both the choice of dialogue act and in the prosodic
realisation of these acts based on an ECA’s personality.
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